Executive summary

The Register lists the taught programmes approved to run during 2020/21, their credit requirements and degree classification weightings. The Register has been compiled to provide oversight of approved deviations from the requirements set out in the Credit Framework.

This information has been compiled based on the approved Programme Specifications held by Student and Academic Services. It should be noted that some School’s use separate Programme Specifications for title derivatives such as ‘with Placement’ while others use one Specification for all titles, therefore, the number of actual programmes titles approved may differ to that in this paper. It should also be noted that many of the programmes noted in this paper are no longer recruiting but teaching activities are still ongoing for those students who remain on the programme.

17% of the 249 programme routes listed on the Credit Framework Register exceed the expected norm of 360 credits for a three-year undergraduate programme or 180 credits for a postgraduate programme. 31% of the programmes contain modules with credit values other than 15. Many of these may be for legacy reasons or due to requirements of PSRBs.

Senate has previously agreed that programmes that do not conform with the Credit Framework should move towards this during periodic review, unless there is an appropriate rationale for an alternative structure to be approved.

Action(s) required from the Committee:

EQC is asked:

- to note City’s Current Programmes and Credit Framework Register. The full register is here.